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Skip to content For every face in the lights, there are multiple people behind the scenes making sure everything works correctly. Often seen, but rarely noticed, the star's personal assistant keeps a star's life in order, on time and as short of drama as possible. While a celebrity concert personal assistant is not the easiest job to land, the benefits make it for hunting pain. However, there is little glory in work,
and a lot of chances to make mistakes. To get a taste of celebrity life, along with a list of hectic daily tasks, try the job of a celebrity personal assistant. The word celebrity does not immediately mean a comfortable life in the VIP section, sipping martinis while hobnobbing with your new celebrity best friend. In fact, the celebrity personal assistant is more likely to take care of another job while his fee unravels.
These jobs can involve anything: walking dogs, shiny shoes or buying personal care items. Another not-so-glamorous reality of celebrity personal assistant life is that your time doesn't belong to you. At any time, the celebrity could call with a request that needs to be completed right then, and there must be no argument. The famous personal assistant wears many hats for their famous clientele. They act
simultaneously as therapists, runners, security and administrative assistants, while smiling and figuring out to complete the next task. According to Jon C. Havens, job book author and career consultant, the Personal Assistant ensures that everything is done, allowing celebrity to enjoy a semi-private life. A good CPA (celebrity personal assistant) functions as coordinator, accountant, and just about anything
else that a famous person might require. A good celebrity personal assistant possesses several different qualities that serve her high-end clientele. Patience is a must, along with flawless etiquette and strong persuasion skills. As a celebrity personal assistant, you are at least part miracle-worker, and this requires the opportunity to convince others to help you when you need it, job seeker's advice site. It also
helps to be in good physical condition, ready to travel and free from other major responsibilities. You don't have to have a college degree to be a personal assistant. A background in sales, law, public relations or politics can give a boost in navigating the world of the famous. A celebrity personal assistant can count on many cool advantages as part of his work. There is often free use of a car, or a travel
allowance to cover wear and tear on your personal vehicle. Hard-to-receive concert tickets, access to events and travel around the world are also regular features of CPA life. The salary for a personal A-celebrity assistant floats between $120,000 and $150,000 a year (as of 2007-2008), with most making $56,000 or above. An appreciative boss can also throw in cash bonuses and tips. Health benefits are
also available some celebrities. Celebrity personal assistants follow celebrities, with many making their home in New York City or Los Angeles. Other cities, such as Miami and Chicago, also see their fair share of celebrity action. A celebrity can have multiple assistants in different locations, or can use an assistant who travels constantly. For this job, a passport and a clean driver's license is a must. A
celebrity personal assistant must always be able to stand up and go with very short notice. Celebrity personal assistants often hang out with their clients for years. According to celebrity assistant Dean Johnston, there are so many opportunities to move up. He tells author Jake Halpern that celebrities, reluctant to let a new person into their intimate lives, try to keep an assistant as long as possible.
However, some assistants switch to an executive producer role in the star project or start their own businesses. Secretaries and administrative assistants earned an average annual salary of $38,730 in 2016, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. In the end, secretaries and administrative assistants earned a salary of 25 percent of $30,500, which means that 75 percent earned more than that
amount. The 75 percentile salary is $48,680, which means 25 percent earn more. In 2016, 3,990,400 people were employed in the U.S. as secretaries and administrative assistants. Giving excellence in the company's culture. The early rate until December 4Apply NowFord Transit ConnectSponsored ContentOne's way to increase interest in open positions is to write job descriptions that resemble sales
pitches. Focus on including factors such as whether or not a new employee will be able to grow within the company or travel for work. Putting the benefits of this specific role forward is more valuable than listing the criteria, says Joanna Riley, CEO of Censia, a talent acquisition firm that has worked with companies like Carvana, Taylor Morrison, and the World Bank.Whatever you do, simply avoid copying
boilerplate job descriptions from the web, she says. Your company is unique, and so is the job that fills you, so write the record to reflect that and the specific type of candidate who will thrive in the role. Be sure to emphasize the company's culture and its policies on inclusion and diversity, Riley adds. And don't rely on an outdated list of qualifications. Include the ones that matter, would be the visa status or
employee location, but remove details that would unnecessarily reduce the talent pool. By Charles Crawford Sales Assistants at Brokerage Firms provide material support to one or more brokers as they buy and sell securities on behalf of During investment transactions, assistants shall ensure that the applicable company records are in order. Some assistants have day-to-day general tasks and others have
more specialised responsibilities. Some communicate directly with customers. Others specialize in internal tasks. Sales Sales positions are usually entry-level. If the sales assistant holds a Series 7 securities license, he may submit investment recommendations to clients in accordance with the instructions of the brokers. Sales assistants can take orders from customers and inform them of changes to their
accounts. They ensure timely payment of dividends and record and document securities transactions. They shall also coordinate the transfer and delivery of security certificates. Sales assistants process documents for opening and closing accounts. During the trading day, they write order tickets and record purchases and sales. They operate computers and other office equipment as necessary and handle
correspondence with customers. Other activities include preparing receipts, withdrawal orders and transfer confirmations as needed. Educational requirements vary from company to company. Most brokerage firms hire high school graduates as sales assistants, but they prefer applicants with bachelor's degrees. Some sales assistants train stock brokerage at technical schools. Those with bachelor's
degrees who join brokerage firms as sales assistants often plan to work towards higher positions in the firm. The 7 Series Securities License is not required for sales assistants. If a sales assistant wants to get the license -- and if the company agrees to have the skills and potential value needed for the firm -- the firm can sponsor the assistant to study and take the 7 series exam. Sales assistants from
brokerage firms should have strong interpersonal skills with the ability to be compelling with customers. They should demonstrate a clear aptitude for quantitative analysis and be comfortable with multitasking when needed. They should have a high level of capacity with computers and be able to master office brokerage procedures easily. A career as a wine sales representative may be suitable for
someone who is passionate about wine, is confident, and has strong organizational skills -- and no experience in customer service, hospitality or the wine industry hurts. Another positive aspect of wine sales jobs is that they are growing, according to Wine Business Lunar: as of June 2011, job postings of wine sales have increased by 11 percent compared to 2009 numbers. Wine sales representatives find
work in three basic types of operations. Some work for individual wineries, which implies the representation of a single brand of wine. Others work for alcoholic beverage wholesalers, and can sell other types of spirits as well as wine. Many representatives of sales of are employed by wine distributors, which are organisations authorised exclusively to sell certain wine brands in certain regions of the country.
The primary responsibility of a wine sales representative is just that: to sell wine. Depending on what type of company a wine sales representative works for, he may be trying to sell to distributors, retailers, or restaurants and bars. However, a job as a sales representative in the wine industry involves a fair amount Travel. Most sales reps come work on a four- or eight-week cycle, which means they usually
see each customer once every four or eight weeks. Travel can sometimes involve overnight stays away from home. In addition to selling wine, sales representatives working for wineries -- especially the smallest ones -- may be tasked with helping build the brand. This may involve hosting wine dinners for consumers, distributors or wholesalers at the winery. Representatives of wine sales to all types of
employers could also host wine tastings or educational events for restaurant staff, so that they are informed about certain wine brands and therefore better able to sell them. While most wine sales representatives earn either a salary or an hourly wage, many rely on a sales commission for at least a portion of their income. As of 2011, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that the average annual income for
sales representatives working for wholesalers and distributors was about $56,170 per year. According to industry magazine Wine Business Monthly, the average revenue for core sales representatives at wineries was $46,392 as of 2011. 2011.
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